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National Market - USA

As of 2016 Q3, more than a third of U.S. leases 
tracked by MSCI were set to expire in less 
than 40 months. Nearly 60% of the underlying 
contracted rents in these leases were tied to 
office assets, two-thirds of which were located 
in CBDs. Timing matters for these expiring 
leases, especially for contracts ending in 
the next two to three years, a period when 
U.S. domestic and foreign policy priorities 
could experience transition. For institutional 
investors, uncertainty — whether upside or 
downside — requires careful management of 
risks to the income stream. The analysis of the 
CBD office sector in these pages covers the four 
primary dimensions of risk in IRIS (MSCI's 
property income risk and performance service): 
concentration, lease length, market conditions, 
and tenant credit.

Sector Focus - CBD Office

Two of every five dollars held by institutional 
investors in U.S. non-residential rental contracts 
could be traced to CBD offices as of 2016 Q3. 
And within this property type, nearly half 
(48%) of assets were located within the big 
three CBDs of the Northeastern corridor: New 
York, Boston, and Washington. The average 
CBD office lease in the U.S. was set to expire in 
5.6 years, making it only a few months longer 
than the 5.2-year average for the overall U.S. 
commercial market. If expiring leases were to 
roll to current market rents, investors could 
reasonably expect a 4% premium on their CBD 
office allocations, with rents in this property 
type rising by 19.1%, on average, above current 
contracts (versus a 14.8% rise in rents for the 
all-sector average).
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USA: National Overview As Of September 2016

THE FOUR MAJOR COMPONENTS OF REAL ESTATE INCOME RISK*

Source: MSCI (IRIS) 
*based on the current status and expiration schedules of actual lease contracts held by institutional owners. 
This is not a forecast.
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*based on the current status and expiration schedules of actual lease contracts held by institutional owners. 
This is not a forecast.
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Source: MSCI (IRIS) and Dun & Bradstreet
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